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I wake up early.
I capture a thousand 
ideas, shake and share them,
focus and turn good ones 
into opportunities.
I move forward  to make it 
happen, try, fail, do it again, 
make it work and improve it 
with the help of others.

I am a maker.
I am an early maker.
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Since 1872, our school’s mission is to train students on how to understand 
and anticipate the constant mutations organizations are undergoing.

Fully aware of the resolutely volatile nature of this world, uncertain, 
complex and ambiguous, we are convinced that education relies today on 
acquiring competences allowing students to think and act for themselves, 
in order to become actors of their own tracks. 

Throughout their program, students of the Grande Ecole Program are 
given guidance to become responsible managers, able to build their own 
future and to transform that of the organizations they work for. 

Joining the Grande Ecole Program of emlyon business school, it’s 
opting for academic excellence, a tailor-made track and a renowned 
employability.

In our school, teachings are focused on developing knowledge, know-
hows, and the ability to think and to implement. Learning is transforming, 
transforming oneself, and confronting the world. 

Together we shall build tomorrow.

-
Lionel SITZ // 
Director of the MSc in Management - Grande Ecole 
emlyon business school 
Doctor in sciences of gestion - HDR

MSc labelised by 
Conférence des 
Grandes Ecoles

Triple accreditation

emlyon business school is one of the world's 1% of 
business schools and one of 11 French institutions to hold 
triple accreditation from AACSB, EQUIS and AMBA.  
“Triple Crown” accreditation guarantees that the training 
provided complies with the strictest standards used to 
assess the world’s best business schools.
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early makers approach  
& teaching:
your challenges

Joining the Grande Ecole Program allow students to choose 
their professional and personal path. In a volatile, uncertain, 
complex and ambiguous world, it gives the opportunity to 
write one's own future and to become an early maker.

A new mindset for revealing and expressing everyone's 
talents in their own way. The program encourages students 
to be actors of their path, by creating a business, joinging an 
association, following a social project, etc.
We will encourage you to think different, to think by yourself 
and to make projects individually or in collaboration.

The philosophy of the program also crosses disciplinary 
boundaries. IoT, AI, sociology, philosophy and ethics are 
key elements to envision our contemporaneous world and 
to become efficient and responsible leaders. The program 
encourages hibridization and crossfertilization between 
knowledge and practice domains.

It is no longer possible to consider business practices other 
than in this globalized world. Thus, our program offers various 
learning activities which will expose you to other value and 
cultural systems. 

The following years allow you to draw up your career plan 
and target your training and skills development by choosing 
your path. Becoming an early maker means being helped to 
challenge boundaries in order to create representations of the 
world made up of endless opportunities.

The first year is designed to provide you with solid 
foundations to help you handle complexity and enable 
you to understand and gain a 360° view of the realities of a 
business and organization, even if you think you have already 
decided which role or roles you would like once graduated. 
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Mobilizes resources and 
stimulates communities 

Shares projects and transmits 
experience

Thinks differently and shakes up 
the established order 

Dares, can make mistakes, 
adapts, starts again

Generates an impact and gives 
meaning to his/her actions

Anticipates and understands 
breakthroughs

[INNOVATES AND EVOLVES]
[STAYS AHEAD OF THE GAME]

[CONNECTS “THE WORLDS”]

[TRANSMITS AND SHARES]

[UNIFIES]

[IS ENTHUSIASTIC]

[TAKES ACTION]

[CREATES VALUE]

an early 
maker’s 

skillsCombines different areas of expertise and 
points of view and tailors his/her actions 
to the cultural context

Emits positive and constructive 
energy

Demonstrates reflexivity:  
learns from him/herself, his/her 
actions and looks at the bigger 
picture

[LEARNS FROM ACTION]
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outline 
& possible courses

The aim of the program is for you to evolve to become an early maker.

You are immediately put into a learning environment with people of different backgrounds in order to foster cooperation and 
interaction within a group and embrace differences. Every day we see the intellectual wealth created by bringing together 
students of preparatory classes (classes préparatoires) with French and international students admitted with engineering, law, 
pharmacy and literature qualifications and so on. This reflects the situation of businesses and organizations which seek diversity 
and need, more than ever, hybridization and different ways of thinking in order to evolve and innovate. 

Since 1872 the Grande Ecole Program relies on academic excellence and experiential learning. It bridges advanced knowledge 
and pratical applications. At emlyon business school, we are convinced that education depends on participation. Education 
is a form of longing, a practice, a way of doing. THere can be no knowledge without application and no craftmanship without 
knowledge.

No more than any other journey can education have predetermined outcomes. You will build up your own path and express your 
own talents, depending on your personal and professional project.

Finally at emlyon business school, research and education are constructed as two faces of the same coin: our Faculty members 
are distilling advanced research within their classes, allowing students to become accustomed to cutting-edge knowledge. 
Hence, students are lead to apply leading knowledge in their professional and personal experiences.

Early makers are people capable of thinking by themselves without dismissing existing knowledge and frameworks. Early makers 
are driven to amalgamate what they know in new systems, concepts or practices that bring material, new expressions of what 
can be.

Early makers invent possible futures.
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4P model 
(Profession, Passion, 
Priority, Purpose)
• A competencies-based approach
• Professional development

MIM on demand
Over 150 courses in a wide variety of subjects 
including: Finance, Artificial Intelligence & Cognitive 
Sciences, Emotional Intelligence, Entrepreneurship, 
Marketing, Innovation, Human and Environmental 
Sciences, Consulting, Data Science, etc.

DIY_LAB
Immersion in the 
early makers philosophy
• early makers’ factory
• makers’ lab
• Incubator 
• Accelerator
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4P Model

4P model  
(Profession, Passion,  
Priority, Purpose)

4P Model is an experiential tool that will guide you throughout 
your program. 

The basis of this model is self-knowledge so you will start by 
defining your personal priorities. You will then need to decide 
which way to lean among your passions, the profession you 
would like to develop in and the purpose you want your job 
to have. This will enable you to include your priorities in your 
career objectives.

In concrete terms, this means that you will think about all 
the activities you will be involved in during your two to 
three years of study according to your priorities, with the 
overarching aim of building your path to employment. It is by 
having your own experiences, while being supported and kept 
informed along the way, that you will make the right choices 
for you.

In addition to more academic elements, your program will be 
based on different types of project enabling you to bring your 
various abilities and knowledge into play, forming the basis for 
your future employability.

You will also be offered seminars, testimonials and numerous 
opportunities to share your experiences with other students 
and mentors. By the end of the program, you will be able 
to appraise your learning and link your priorities to your 
professional aspirations. 
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DIY Lab

Examine the early maker philosophy 
-
Your projects and experience will enable you to complete your maker map, which is 
broken down according to your previous path:

International experience: choose your format 
-
You can decide to acquire 6 months of international experience whenever you like 
during the course. 

You can:
•  Complete an internship abroad 
•  Work abroad on a local contract 
•  Complete a Business France assignment (Consulates, Alliance Française, etc.) 
•  Complete an assignment via an NGO 
•  Complete an international makers’ project, which is a project completed outside your 

country of origin and enabling you to demonstrate your project management skills 

To receive credit for work experience, you must participate in PassLab, an intercultural 
seminar based on your international experience. 

PassLab + passeport
langues (+score)

Chef d’œuvre et 
déploiement SparCk 
360° (+ soutenance)

Expérience
professionnelle (12 mois)

Expérience
internationale (12 mois)

2 early makers’ projects

PassLab + language 
passport (+score)

SparCk 360° final 
presentation and 
deployment (+ oral exam)

Professional 
experience (12 months)

International experience 
(6 months) 
non-mandatory

1 early makers’ project

CPGE

maker 
map 
30 

ECTS

maker 
map 
20 

ECTS



early makers’ 
factory

Learning through action plays an important role in your 
education as it turns knowledge into skills. 

The early makers’ factory, supervised by experts from the 
school and students in the corporation council, will help you 
to deploy the projects you choose. 

The project proposal (aims, team, required skills, etc.) will be 
approved by a coach and you will implement it for a minimum 
period of 4 months. 

The theme of each project is a free choice from the following 
categories:

The makers’ lab is a space dedicated to creativity and 
prototyping. Located at the heart of the campus, the space 
enables you to learn, test, prototype and experience. You 
will cultivate new ways of thinking and doing and you 
will be mentored to discover a manufacturing process. 
By encouraging collaboration between its different users 
(students, teachers, entrepreneurial project leaders, etc.), it 
helps to foster a culture of innovation through action.

makerslab.em-lyon.com 

makers’ lab

Humanitarian, CSR,  
responsible  
commitment

Associative  
Management

Makers bridge  
(proposed by 
a company) 

Communication

Sport

Art/culture

International

Business creation

emlyon business school 
transformation 

New intelligence

Alumni Bridge 
(proposed by 
graduates)
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At the end of your first year, you can create your on-demand course according to the 
different options, combining lessons and professional experience in France or abroad. 
The combination of your learning modules should enable you to fulfill the qualification 
requirements. Courses are offered on a two-month cycle, enabling you to tailor your 
course to your own projects, go to the campus when you wish and personalize your 
course according to the opportunities presented.

MIM on demand

As a student on the MSc in Management - Grande Ecole, you must complete at least one 
makers’ project during your course. If your makers’ project has an entrepreneurial aim 
and startup potential, i.e. it combines innovation, ambition and rapid growth criteria, you 
can join the incubator and receive dedicated support for creating and developing your 
project.

incub.em-lyon.com

incubator

To enable your startup to move to the next level, you can then join our accelerator 
and complete one of the short programs specifically for early-stage and late-stage 
entrepreneurs. 

accelerator.em-lyon.com

accelerator
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PCE - Business 
Creation Project

RECAPSS

Disrupted 
futures

Designing 
with web

4 fondamentals
courses

4 basics courses 
online

Languages

early makers’
factory

4P Model

International 
immersion *

PassLab

* non-mandatory

Year 1

The first year is key both in terms of the knowledge you must acquire and the approach you need to adopt to develop your skills:

•  students admitted with economics and management qualifications may be excused from certain lessons in order to avoid 
repetition (commission decision). You can start your elective modules to progress along your path from January.

•  other students must acquire and earn credit for management/business basics.

For all students, the purpose of the year is to learn to learn and produce together through various key team projects.

14
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Courses 
-
4 “basic” online courses in English (with instructor support):
•  Business Statistics & Data
•  Project Management
•  Marketing
•  Financial basics
(to complete at your own pace)

4 core courses:
•  Law/Economics
•  Corporate finance
•  Managerial finance
•  Marketing management

4 “DNA@earlymakers” courses:
•  RECAPSS
•  PCE (Business Creation Project)
•  Disrupted futures
•  Designing with web

RECAPSS 
-
The applied research in social sciences (RECAPSS) course 
introduces you to the uncertain world of social science 
knowledge and research by deploying a tool for acquiring 
methodological and ethics competencies. Over four 
months, you will lead an applied research project from 
start to finish, supervised by a team of professors who 
are actively engaged in research. RECAPSS also develops 
skills relating to surveys, group work and communication 
of results via different media. 

This project is carried out by groups of 5 students who 
choose each other and which professor and general theme 
they want to work with. 

E-learning modules are provided relating to the various 
research methodologies which are applicable in the field 
of social sciences, with the option to gain further skills 
in the most appropriate methodology for the research 
question raised by the group.

Some examples of subjects:
•  Artificial intelligence and transport
•  Value compromises at work
•  Virtual reality vs. Reality
•  Work addiction

•  Sustainable luxury
•  Does legal liability hinder innovation?
•  The image of traders in movies
•  Salary difference for male and female sportspeople
•  The eco-house and the consumer
•  Algorithmic life in the platform society  
•  Entrepreneurial finance and financing startups 
•  Learning from leadership challenges  
•  The sustainable consumer 
•  Series and the world of work 
•  Social innovations and community entrepreneurship 

PCE - Business Creation Project
The PCE - Business Creation Project is characteristic of 
the school’s long-standing expertise in entrepreneurship. 
It allows you to work in small groups to experiment 
with creating a company through a virtual project. The 
purpose of this educational and experiential exercise 
is for you to apply the knowledge you have acquired 
in the lessons in a practical way and experience 
entrepreneurship for the first time. 
It should enable you to:
•   familiarize yourself with the business creation process in 

order to acquire the basics and understand the different 
facets of entrepreneurship

•   increase motivation, confidence and the skills required 
to tackle entrepreneurial projects

•   think about value creation (economic, social, etc.)
•   learn to work in a team while developing creativity, 

thoroughness and perseverance

Some examples of projects
•   Mon petit Marc: Kit for reusing coffee grounds for 

cosmetics or jobs around the house, designed for 
individuals.

•   Lumi: Children’s plastic toy containing bioluminescent 
algae. 

•   VINEO: Offering wine makers the opportunity to 
improve their wine by aging it in an ocean environment 
rather than a cellar

•   MOUSSA LYON: Introduction of an eco-loop by recycling 
cooking oil collected from restaurants

•   CHAMPISTYRENE:  Production of fully biodegradable, 
modular packaging from mycelium and hemp

•   RE’CYCLE: Collection of waste electronic and electrical 
equipment (WEEE) using non-polluting, electric tricycles



list of courses

Basics online (100% online,  
with support from instructors) 
-
•  Marketing
•  Financial basics
•  Business statistics & data
•  Project management

Finance and Marketing courses do not concern students 
admitted with economics and management qualifications.

Core courses 
-
•  Law / Economics
•  Corporate finance
•  Managerial Finance 
•  Marketing management

DNA@earlymakers 
-
4 key project courses:
•  RECAPSS
•  Disrupted futures
•  Designing with web 
•  PCE (Business Creation Project)

Complexity world 
-
•  Management strategic
•  Organizational behavior
•  Online module
•  PER (Programme d’Engagement Responsable)

Elective courses  
-
Courses taught in French are written in French.

•  Purchasing
 -  Achats: open innovation collaborative
 -  Achats: stratégie et management
 -  Achats: décisions et processus
 -  Global purchasing strategy and operations

•  Auditing
 -  Fusion/consolidation
 -  Audit externe
 -  Contrôle interne et risk management
 -  Governance and ethics

•  Consulting
 -  Méthodes et outils du conseil
 -  Découverte des métiers du conseil
 -  Préparation au recrutement dans le conseil

•  Data science & analytics
 -  Probabilities for firm
 -  VBA
 -  C# Programming
 -  Marketing quantitatif
 -  Quantitative marketing
 -  Big data for business
 -  Front end UX/UI
 -  Back end, API
 -  Projet smart city
 -  Méthodes d’aide à la décision
 -  Dynamic dashboard applications
 -  Introduction to statistical methods with R
 -  Python programming bootcamp (online)
 -  Python programming bootcamp 
 -  Business analysis toolbelt

•  Law
 -  Digital business law
 -  Droit des Sociétés
 -  European competition law: a comparison with US model
 -  Droit des contrats
 -  Méthodologie juridique
 -  Droit civil spécial
 -  Droit commercial
 -  Droit de la responsabilité

•  Economy
 -  Deciding
 -  Economie contemporaine
 -  Economie internationale
 -  Economie de la concurrence
 -  Economie sociale et solidaire
 -  Finance éthique et Solidarité
 -  Séminaire Intelligence Economique
 - L’évolution de l’économie chinoise

•  Entrepreneurship
 -  Décision pour entrepreneurs
 -  Entrepreneurial finance, venture capital and private equity
 -  Social entrepreneurship: macro and micro perspective
 -  Entrepreneuriat social : outils, méthodes et pratiques
 -  Making your social capital work in new business system
 -  New venture, growth and development
 -  Création d’entreprise à potentiel de développement
 -  Volet entrepreneurial culturel
 -  Gouvernance et management stratégique des PME
 -  Go/No-Go : évaluation des projets de CE
 -  Innovation stratégique et BM performant
 -  Créer et innover dans le digital
 -  Les fondamentaux
 -  Structuration du projet
 -  Finalisation et mise en œuvre du projet
 -  Mise en valeur et évaluation du projet
 -  The power of storytelling: the art of persuasive 

communication in entrepreneurship and organisation
 -  Becoming an entrepreneurial leader
 -  New venture creation, theory and practice
 -  Creativity for new ideas
 -  Business and society in 21st century India
 -  Family business management
 -  Effectuation: the entrepreneurial principles of world making

The courses are listed for information only  
and may change during the program.
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•  Ethics, social responsability, sociology
 -  CSR reporting
 -  Diversité des capitalismes
 -  Power and politics
 -  Rethinking marketing: contemporary issues and critical perspectives
 -  Psychoanalysis & management, an introduction
 - Managing international teams

•  Finance
 -  FRM Prep.
 -  Risk management of banks & insurance companies
 -  Financements structurés : actif, projet & LBO
 -  Maîtriser les fondamentaux de l’analyse financière
 -  Mastering the fundamental of financial analysis
 -  Comptabilité financière avancée
 -  Diagnostic financier
 -  Advanced corporate finance (FR)
 -  Advanced corporate finance (EN)
 -  Financial diagnosis
 -  Financial macroeconomics
 -  Financial decision making
 -  Commodities and credit derivatives
 -  Trésorerie et financements internationaux
 -  Pratique de l’évaluation des entreprises
 -  Practicing corporate valuation
 -  Derivatives
 -  Fixed income: cash flow valuation & hedging
 -  Global capital markets
 -  Contrôle de gestion
 -  Management & cost accounting
 -  Capital markets

•  Innovation
 -  Conduite des opérations marketing
 -  Marketing strategy implementation
 -  Concours Brandstorm L’Oréal
 -  Challenge SCENARIO
 -  Management de la technologie et de la recherche
 -  Management de projet expert
 -  Business, technologie et innovation 
 - System Thinking and sustainability

•  Operations management
 -  Venture Strategy
 -  Expérience client et qualité de service
 -  Lean management 
 - Operations

• Marketing
 -  E-commerce et E-tailing
 -  Route to market, ECR and category management
 -  Branding
 -  Web marketing
 -  Technique de négociation - mise en oeuvre
 -  Négociation
 -  Negotiation skills for selling - playing
 -  Marketing BtoB
 -  New product development
 -  Comportement du consommateur
 -  Consumer behavior
 -  Manager les relations collaboratives clients fournisseurs
 -  Digital transformation in B2B
 -  Lifestyles and markets
 -  Key account management : analyse et management des 

clients B2B stratégiques  
 -  Marketing des activités culturelles
 -  Grande négociation financière
 -  International negotiation
 -  Relationship Marketing
 -  International retail management
 -  Advances in consumer insight
 -  Marketing et sponsoring sportif
 -  Management projet culturel
 -  Gestion de projets associatifs
 -  Conscious marketing strategy

 -  Consumer intelligence 4.0
 -  Sales operations strategy and management
 -  Intelligence économique en compétition internationale
 -  Rethinking marketing
 -  Digital marketing
 -  Marketing  des produits liés au corps
 -  Integrated global communication
 -  Créer de la valeur avec le digital

• Research & Finance (specialized track)
 -  Financial markets
 -  Asset pricing theory
 -  Corporate finance empirics
 -  Information economics
 -  Behavioral finance

• Research & Management (specialized track)
 -  Epistémologies et méthodologie de recherche
 -  Etudes de recherches quantitaves
 -  Analyse de données quantitatives
 -  Etudes et recherches qualitatives
 -  Théorie des organisations
 -  Comportement organisationnel
 -  Méthodes rédactionnelles & communication
 -  Stratégie 
 -  Théorie économique de la firme
 -  Comportement du consommateur
 -  Marketing relationnel
 -  Compétences et flexibilité au travail
 -  Management responsable des RH
 -  Recherche intervention et conseil
 -  Recueil des données qualitatives

• Human Resources
 -  Management interculturel
 -  Santé et performance au travail
 -  Apprendre de l’expérience militaire
 -  Politiques et pratiques de GRH en entreprise
 -  Management des équipes et des dynamiques collectives
 -  Leadership et intelligence collective
 -  Fusions/Acquisitions & politiques d’intégration
 -  Stress et management ou comment manager les risques 

psycho-sociaux
 -  Le manager émotionnellement intelligent
 -  Apprendre entre pairs avec WAP
 -  Human resource management
 -  Leadership 

• Disruptions and new challenges
 -  Introduction à la démarche géopolitique
 - IA dans le business
 - AI @work
 -  Sociologie des marchés et de la consommation
 -  Machine learning
 -  Data science business projects
 -  Intelligence artificielle et humaine
 -  Artificial intelligence applications for business
 -  Enjeux de la robotique
 -  Disrupted futures

• Strategy
 -  Economics for Strategy
 -  Topics in economics for strategy 
 -  Analyse financière des mouvements stratégiques
 -  Gestion stratégique du changement
 -  Leading strategic change
 -  Systems thinking in action
 -  MTRL Manager par le travail est réel
 -  Stratégie business model & marketing
 -  Gouvernement des entreprises

• Supply chain
 -  Revenue management
 -  Logistics management
 -  Operations strategy
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Campus of excellence programs 
Africa - China - India
The aims of spending time on our campuses are to: 
•  understand the components of economic dynamism 
•  measure the implications on business in general
•  understand managerial practices
•  develop intercultural negotiation and communication skills
•  lay the foundations of a network

Intercampus mobility is available based on selection.

March-April / June-July 
Casablanca campus + several Sub-
Saharan Africa immersion options 
-

African business & social entrepreneurship
2 months to discover a continent and its challenges from a 
social responsibility angle.

Courses:
•  African business
•  Morocco as a hub for Africa
•  West Africa trade & investment
•  Social entrepreneurship
•  Regional culture

+ cultural activities, trips, professional visits.

January-March / September-November
Bhubaneswar & Mumbai 
-

On our campus with our partner Xavier Emlyon Business 
School, then in experiential/project mode in Mumbai, where 
you will discover India’s energy and paradigms.

Your courses:
•  Indian Mythology and Business
•  Indian Business Environment: doing Business in/with India
•  Social Entrepreneurship: India at the Forefront
•  Project with our partner Maker’s Asylum in collaboration 

with the Center of Research & Interdisciplinary & the French 
Embassy in India

+ cultural activities, trips, professional visits.

September-December / April-July 
Shanghai campus 
-

Special courses and opportunities to discover the Asian 
ecosystem:
•  Asian Business environment
•  Introduction to mandarin
•  Opportunity to work on an assignment in a group with a 

local business
•  Meetings with the network and alumni (events, etc.)

A dedicated course (choice of electives) enabling you to 
complete your course according to your areas of interest:
•  Business Finance in Asia
• The Financing of Innovation
• International Finance
• Financial Markets in Asia
• Sports Industry Marketing in China
• Innovation & Entrepreneurship in Asia
• Digital Media Marketing in China
• Consumer Behavior in China
• Global Strategies of Chinese Companies in the Service Sector
• International Entrepreneurship
• Cross-cultural Communication & Negotiation
• Strategies for Emerging Markets

International academic  
exchanges
Academic exchanges are a supervised immersion opportunity 
for students in the 3rd year of the program or later. They are 
available based on selection (by the school and according to 
the requirements of each partner). You will be assigned to one 
of the destinations based on your academic results in year 1 
and, depending on the partners, your linguistic ability in the 
language in which the courses are delivered. You will earn 
ECTS credits corresponding to the courses completed there.

The list of the 181 academic partners throughout the world is 
updated and available online.

The courses are listed for information only and may change 
during the program.
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Joint degrees 
-
You may choose a joint degree to accommodate relatively 
specific projects such as the desire to create a specialized 
course involving an area or country: 

•  University of Finance - Moscow (Russia): do you wish to 
create a project focusing on Russia? The joint degree taught 
in English with the University of Finance in Moscow is an 
appropriate option. 

•  WHU Koblenz & EBS Business School (Germany): are you 
interested in Germany and aware of the importance of 
flows between France and Germany and all the potential 
opportunities for graduates with a real mastery of the 
relationship between the two countries? Joint degrees with 
WHU Koblenz (finance, consulting, logistics focus) and EBS 
Business School (MSc in Management) are a good option. 
The programs are taught in English. 

•  Aston Business School (UK): Aston Business School offers 
numerous specialist Masters programs. You can choose 
the program according to your areas of interest and your 
career plan. 

•  National Chengchi University (Taiwan): are you interested 
in emerging economies in Asia? The joint degree with the 
National Chengchi University (NCCU) in Taiwan is a suitable 
option. This program is taught in English. 

•  School of Economics and Management - Tongji University 
(China): are you interested in China? The joint degree 
with the School of Economics and Management at Tongji 
University could be a good choice. This program is 
delivered in English. 

•  HEC Montreal (Canada): are you interested in the North 
American continent? The joint degree with HEC Montreal 
could be an interesting opportunity.

The various joint degrees will enable you to understand new 
learning methods and work in a different cultural context, 
providing you with significant added value on a personal and 
professional level. 
The foundations for a joint degree are laid in your first year.

The joint degree option is only available at the end of the 
course, as part of a Long Track program. 
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student 
associations

Students and graduates embrace school life, the atmosphere 
and range of academic and extracurricular activities and 
opportunities, and there is a strong sense of emlyon spirit. All 
students are members of the emlyon alumni network and are 
invited to events organized by the alumni association.

The associations play a key role which is valued and 
supported by the school (from a budget, communication and 
coordination point of view). A student corporation board 
maintains close links with the school through the early makers’ 
factory for projects, recognizing fulfilled responsibilities and 
granting autonomy.

46 student associations, including 31 on our Lyon-Ecully 
campus, are divided into 6 centers, with various student 
initiatives in other areas:

 Adventure

 School spirit

 Business

 Expression and culture

 People and sharing

 Media

sports makers

Whether you are a competitive or occasional 
sportsperson, wanting a space to unwind during the week, 
the sports makers program can be tailored to your needs 
with its wide range of options such as tennis, football, 
yoga, salsa and theater.

21
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your prospects 
after the program

Whether it is creating and implementing your career path, 
consolidating skills developed academically at emlyon 
business school or preparing you for job hunting and the 
business world, your Career Center offers a comprehensive 
service to guide you throughout your career.

Starting from the first year and according to the maturity of 
your plan, this support has two phases and elements:
•   acquiring methodologies and being able to mobilize the 

appropriate tools (networking, social networks, etc.)
•   establishing an effective relationship with companies and 

organizations 

With make it happen! workshops, access to powerful online 
resources and offerings, meetings in various formats (career 
talks, conferences, learning from alumni, careers forum, 
etc.) and individual coaching with experts, our Career 
Center team and networks enable you to consider the full 
range of possibilities.

NB: in addition to the “standard” learning, internship and 
employment services, emlyon business school and Adecco 
created a new model enabling you to sign a permanent 
employment contract while studying and fund a year of 
studies. Go online to find out about the innovative scheme 
COMPANY INSIDE which received the Trophée des Grandes 
Ecoles de L’Etudiant social diversity award.

And after the degree? 

The Career Center continues to support graduates for up to 
three years. This support is free and available at the graduate’s 
request. It can take the form of workshops (face-to-face 
or online), conferences or individual support from a career 
consultant. It is called “Career Booster” and is available to all 
graduates, whatever their situation: job seeking, wishing to 
change role, etc.
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Employability statistics 
-

Average salary
The average salary is €45k (€56k after 3 years based on 
declarations and a survey by the Financial Times).

Geographical location

Time taken to find employment

Sectors of activity

Posts occupied

Size of company

Paris IDF  65%

international  26%

AURA region  5%

other regions in France  4%

before the end of the program  71%

under 6 months  24%

over 6 months  5%

consulting  24%

finance-auditing-law  22%

marketing  17%

development  8%

general management  8%

other (purchasing & logistics, HR, etc.)  21%

consulting 26%

finance & law   24%

industry   18%

services  9%

ICT & digital   8%

other  15%

over 5,000 employees  40%

250 to 4,999 employees  28%

50 to 249 employees  15%

under 50 employees  17%

Employability schemes 
-



Some of our partner recruiters
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emlyon alumni community 
-
You have lifelong access to the alumni community 
from the start of your program. With 32,000 graduates 
in 130 countries, 100 representatives throughout the 
world and 25 active clubs, you will never be alone.

The wide diversity of our graduates is demonstrated 
in their paths, professional choices and humility, 
which should never be lacking in early makers.  Find 
out more about their profiles and stories in these 
books and videos:
emlyonforever.com/page/early-makers-books: 
profile books
emlyonforever.com/page/alumni-stories: videos

Key figures 
-
110,000 internship and job offers  
every year
1,600 partner businesses
Over 200 events a year

Global University 
Employability  
Ranking 2019: 
8,000 employers and 

business leaders from around the world 
ranked emlyon business school in the 
top 40 worldwide and 2nd business 
school in France



emlyon business school campuses are innovative environments. They are completely redesigned learning spaces providing 
cutting-edge technological resources. But they are also welcoming places for working, logging on, eating, having fun, 
learning, sharing and creating with their 3D printers, interactive whiteboards, writable walls, Apple TV/tablets and creativity 
boards. The learning hub is a perfect illustration of this. More than a living and working space, it is a fantastic resource that 
you will learn to use.

learninghub.em-lyon.com

emlyon business school
your learning environment
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Lyon-Ecully campus

Saint-Etienne campus Paris campus

Shanghai campus

Bhubaneswar campus

Casablanca campus



Lyon, a global city

Located in the heart of Europe, Lyon is one of the most 
attractive cities for investors and France’s leading area 
for hosting international businesses. It is also a university 
city of 150,000 students and home to numerous head 
offices and renowned international organizations (Interpol, 
Euronews, etc.). Its fields of expertise and competitiveness 
clusters focus particularly on biotechnologies and health, 
the environment and digital entertainment: video games, 
cinema, audiovisual, animation, interactive multimedia.

A city for intense 
creation and living

Steeped in 2,000 years of history, Lyon is a UNESCO 
world heritage site, one of the top 5 European tourist 
destinations and the food capital of France, boasting 
19 Michelin-starred restaurants. Lyon's ideal geographical 
location is a bonus for students: close to the Côte d’Azur 
and the Alps and 2-hour train journey from Paris. Lyon 
offers a wide variety of activities and cultural events: Les 
Nuits Sonores (international electro event), Festival of 
Lights, Les Nuits de Fourvière (culture, concerts, etc.), 
Dance Biennial, Contemporary Art Biennial... you will get 
to know them all!
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Research Center for Entrepreneurial Finance 
(ReCentFin)

Its major contribution is the creation and dissemination 
of research on entrepreneurial finance to enhance 
transparency and mutual comprehension between 

entrepreneurs and financiers.

Organizations, Careers and New Elites 
Research Center (OCE)

Conducts political and critical analyses of organizations 
and management. It aims to understand organizational 
and institutional change and explore alternative ways of 

organizing work and life in society.

Center for Financial Risk Analysis (CEFRA)
Focuses on risk analysis (particularly financial risk) and 

aims to stimulate discussion and interaction among 
the disciplines of corporate finance, contract finance, 

insurance and risk management.

evolve and reveal your talents 
the key to excellence

AERES has awarded the emlyon business school research lab 
the highest grade of A+ for its project. It recognized its 
significant growth, its high level of activity, the relevance of 
the key subjects, the quality of its publications and the depth 
and breadth of its links with businesses and socioeconomic 
networks. 

Find out about our research centers:

French Corporate Governance Institute 
(IFGE)

A major player in governance and leadership research 
in France. It examines governance from the unique 

perspective of the political legitimacy of the entrepreneur.

Entrepreneurship Research Center
Examines five key themes: the innovative business startup 

process; organizational entrepreneurship; assessing the 
effectiveness of entrepreneurship training programs; 

assessing public policy covering business startups and 
takeovers; the processes behind fast-growing startups.

Lifestyle Research Center
Lifestyle Research Center at emlyon business school 

brings together excellence and researchers passionate for 
advancing lifestyle-related research and knowledge. In 

short, we embrace broader and critical perspective on how 
lifestyles and markets work.

The main focus of our research is to examine the ongoing 
“ruptures” and changes in lifestyle phenomena that impact 

market formation and evolution as well as branding.

Work & Organizations Research Center
Examines the dynamics of well-being at work with regard 

to current and future organizational changes.

Institute for Artificial Intelligence 
and Management

Examines the opportunities and implications of 
deploying artificial intelligence in organizations 

and businesses. It focuses mainly on research for 
analyzing the impact of the associated technologies 
on the economic ecosystem and practices, and the 
production of specific training content for students 

and programs.
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Policy 
-

For holders of non-French degrees 

Graduates with non-French degrees equivalent to at least 
3 years of higher education must follow the specific Join a 
School in France procedure. Go to joinaschoolinfrance.com

Requirements 
-
• Bachelor’s Degree,
• Management Test: GMAT, TAGE MAGE or GRE
•  English Profi ciency Test: TOEIC, TOEFL, IELTS (only for 

TAGE MAGE Takers).

The MSc in Management - Grande Ecole also offers 
an alternative track, on which students receive the same 
Master’s degree plus two degrees from our partners in 
Germany and the United Kingdom. Admission to this path is 
by a special selection process.

For more information, visit our website:
www.european-triple-masters-degree.com

Fees 
-
Fees for students joining emlyon business school for the 
2020 intake are €17,500 per year. 

Additional administrative fees of €500 are payable for the 
long track course (completed in the 3rd year).

This includes tuition fees, enrolment charges (administrative 
costs, contribution to the Conseil de Corporation, school 
sports activities and international mobility insurance), and 
lifelong membership of the emlyon business school forever 
alumni network.

Find us on Facebook
www.facebook.com/emlyonmscinmanagement

Follow us on Twitter: @emlyon

how to join  
the MSc in Management - 
Grande Ecole



1,100
students involved 

in  52 associations

110 nationalities

campuses  
Lyon, Shanghai, Saint-Etienne, 
Casablanca, Paris, Bhubaneswar

6

161 
professors 
including 
48% 
international

  
academic 
partners 

1,600

students   

executives in professional 
development partner businesses

190 

8,600

+6,000

200 ambassadors in France
and abroad

25 business clubs 
(luxury goods, China, 
digital, etc.)

32,000
130

graduates

in countries
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affiliated with ambassador

Contacts
-
Pauline SEYS
Development & Admissions Coordinator
MSc in Management – Grande Ecole
+33 (0)4 78 33 29 77
admissions-asti@em-lyon.com

Explore our campuses with Google Street View


